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I. Introduction
What do the World Series, the Super Bowl, the Daytona 500, and Wrestlemania all have in common? Avid
sports fans may have trouble finding an answer; but
many lawyers could quickly provide one. That is
because no matter what the game, all the major sports
leagues share an attribute that has nothing to do with
scoring records or winning streaks and everything to
do with intellectual property law. But those similar
property rights are everyday threatened by counterfeiters, as many sidewalk vendors of MLB, NFL, or NBA
T-shirts could tell you. Although sports trademark
owners have tried a number of different methods to
eradicate the counterfeiting problem, including ceaseand-desist letters, undercover stings, and periodic retail
sweeps, the single most effective mechanism remains
the ex parte seizure process. This process alone enables
trademark owners to excise bootlegged products from
the marketplace, providing the immediate benefits
of increased per capita merchandise sales as well as
preserving (for another day) the reputation and good
will the mark embodies.
Trademark counterfeiting is big business, lucrative
for the counterfeiters and devastating for its victims.
For example, the International Anti-Counterfeiting
Coalition estimates- that sales from counterfeit T-shirts
in New York City alone exceed five hundred million

pany a great deal more than lost sales-it could cost a
company its reputation.' The substandard nature and
quality of counterfeit products inevitably causes the
unwitting consumer to direct his dissatisfaction with
the product toward the legitimate manufacturer, rather
than the counterfeiter. This negative (and inaccurate)
association of the mark with inferior workmanship
results, in not only a loss of consumer confidence, but
also the loss of future purchases by the (ineluctably)
disgruntled consumer.5
The manner in which counterfeiters operate does
not lend itself to standard civil remedies. The majority
of counterfeiters are street vendors who peddle their
goods at flea markets, city kiosks, and live entertainment events. These individuals and groups are usually
not incorporated or otherwise formally organized.
Instead, they tend to do business from remote, makeshift factories and storage centers. Their vans and
trucks serve as "moving warehouses" that travel from
event to event, city to city, in search of unsuspecting
consumers. 6
Because they operate on the fringe of society, counterfeiters benefit from practical immunity to standard
cease-and-desist approaches and civil litigation. If
apprised in advance of a pending motion for injunction, counterfeiters invariably leave with their illicit
merchandise and either relocate to a venue beyond the
jurisdiction of the court or simply wait

until their pursuers have abandoned the
cause before restarting their illegal busitrademark
have tried
a numberowners
of difnesses. While it does seem that the link
between counterfeiting and organized
ferent methods to eradicate the counterfeiting problem, including cease-and-desist
crime appears to be getting stronger,7
letters, undercover stings, and periodic retail sweeps, the single most effective
there has also been a commensurate
increase in the tendency of legitimate
I mechanism remains the ex parte seizure process.
manufacturers and licensees of goods to
engage in counterfeiting.8 Companies
dollars yearly, causing an annual loss of over three
who market first-rate goods and services now face
hundred and fifty million dollars in tax revenues.'
knock-offs from an ever-increasing variety of sources.
Nationwide, lost sales fall in the neighborhood of
The upshot of this phenomenon is that stemming the
two hundred billion dollars annually.2 And with lost
tide of product counterfeiting for these companies has
revenues come lost jobs-750,000 per year, according
become a more difficult challenge. Unfortunately,
to U.S. Customs Services estimates.
some businesses are just not up to it; instead they are
Beyond the numbers, however, are the less tangible
beginning to cut corners themselves. Some companies,
effects, which paint a similarly grim picture. As the
for example, sell second-rate or rejected merchandise
president of the International Trademark Association
into the "gray" market. Others distribute branded
noted in her testimony before the House Judiciary
merchandise long after a license has expired. 9
Committee, counterfeiting of trademarked and copyIn light of the problems confronting trademark
righted goods and services may ultimately cost a com-
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owners, the ex parte seizure process (described below)
represents the best weapon in the fight against counterfeiters. Although courts had endorsed a similar remedy
prior to its passage, the Trademark Counterfeiting Act
of 1984 (the "TCA" or the "Act") officially introduced
the seizure process to the judicial landscape.'0 Under
the Act, victims of trademark and service mark counterfeiting may obtain, ex parte, a temporary restraining
order and a seizure order authorizing the immediate
impoundment of all offending goods."
This Article presents a broad overview of the ex
parte seizure process, what it is and how it can be
deployed by trademark owners to shut down counterfeiters. It first discusses the general structure and
mechanics of the TCA. It then proceeds to discuss
some important areas of practical concern with respect
to proceedings under the Act. The Article concludes
by providing a hypothetical case study of the ex parte
seizure process in action.

11. The Trademark Counterfeiting Act
For years prior to the adoption of substantive legislation
to address the problem of counterfeiting, commentators
and practitioners alike called for ex parte relief:
In cases of outright counterfeiting by marginal imitators, traditional civil remedies have
proven largely ineffective. The retailer of
counterfeit goods is often a vendor peddling
memorabilia merchandise at a rock concert, a
transient street vendor, or a merchant at a flea
market. The counterfeiter or its distributor
who is served with a civil summons to appear
at a hearing on a preliminary injunction will
either disappear or quickly dispose of existing inventory of counterfeit items [leaving
the trademark owner without an effective
remedy]. 12
Finally heeding the call, Congress passed the Trademark Counterfeiting Act of 1984 as Section 34(d)
of the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1116(d). 3 The Act
specifically authorizes the seizure of counterfeit goods
without notice to the counterfeiters. 4 Advance notice
would undoubtedly result in the disappearance of the
counterfeiters, the counterfeit goods and, therefore,
leave the trademark owner essentially without any
5
meaningful remedy.1
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The Act merits close examination. It states that a
court may, upon ex parte application, grant an order
"providing for the seizure of goods and counterfeit
marks involved" in the use of such a mark in connection
with the sale, offering for sale, or distribution of goods
or services.' 6 The TCA empowers a federal court to
authorize the seizure of not only infringing goods,
but also the means of making counterfeit marks and
records documenting the manufacture, sale, or receipt
of things involved in the counterfeiting process. 7 The
Act defines a "counterfeit mark" as
a counterfeit of a mark that is registered on
the principal register in the United States
Patent and Trademark Office for such goods
or services sold, offered for sale or distributed
and that is in use, whether or not the person
against whom relief is sought knew such mark
was so registered.' 8
Thus, the Act technically applies only to counterfeiting of registered trademarks and service marks. 9 As
discussed below, however, owners of unregistered marks
may protect themselves via the ex parte seizure process
as well.

U
operate on
BE
C
gECAUSEtthe fringe ofsoci~

they

ety, counterfeiters benefit from practical immunity to standard
cease-and-desistapproaches and civil litigation. Ifapprised
in advance ofa pending motion for injunction, counterfeiters
invariably leave with their illicit merchandise and either
relocate to a venue beyond the jurisdiction of the court or
simply wait until their pursuers have abandoned the cause
before restarting their illegal businesses.

While generally taking a hard line against counter-

feiters, the TCA does contain procedural provisions
designed to safeguard the rights and interests of the
suspected counterfeiters. First, an application for ex
parte seizure relief must be "based on an affidavit
or verified complaint establishing facts sufficient to
support the findings of fact and conclusions of law
required to secure an order."2 Second, the application
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must contain a proposed order including all of the
following:
(a) specific findings of fact and conclusions
of law required for the issuance of an ex parte
order;
(b) a particular description of the matter to be
seized, and a description of each place at which
such matter is to be seized;
(c) the time period, which shall end not later
than seven days after the date on which such
order is issued, during which the seizure is to
be made;2
(d)the amount of security required to be
provided; and
(e) the proposed date for a required hearing,
to determine if the seizure was in fact
warranted.22

(f) that the harm to the applicant of denying
the application outweighs the harm to any
legitimate interests of the suspected
counterfeiter of granting the application; and
(g) that the suspected counterfeiter or persons
acting in concert with such person, would be
ordered to or would destroy, move, hide or
otherwise make the counterfeit goods
inaccessible to the court, if the applicant were
to proceed on notice to such person.2 4
In addition, the Act mandates that courts take appropriate action to protect the suspected counterfeiter from
publicity about the requested order and any seizure
under such an order.25 It specifically requires that the
ex parte seizure order be sealed until the defendant has
had an opportunity to review and contest the order.26
Similarly, the TCA contains provisions that protect
defendants from "undue damage from the disclosure of
trade secrets or other confidential information during
the course of the seizure."27 These provision include

Likewise, the court may not grant the application
unless the claimant posts a bond to cover any damages
incurred as a result of a wrongful seizure. 23 The Act
also prohibits a court from issuing an ex parte seizure
order unless it finds "clearly from specific facts" all of
the following:
(a) that an order other than an ex parte seizure
order is not adequate to achieve the purposes
of the Lanham Act;
(b) that the applicant has not publicized the
requested seizure;
(c) that the applicant is likely to succeed in
showing that the suspected counterfeiter used
a counterfeit mark in connection with the sale,
offering for sale or distribution of goods or
services;
(d) that an immediate and irreparable injury
will occur if such seizure is not ordered;
(e) that the matter to be seized will be located
at the place identified in the application;

a requirement that the court enter an appropriate
protective order governing the applicant's review of
any records seized. 28
Even once an order has been granted, the Act
remains mindful of suspects' rights by providing procedures to be followed when effecting ex parte seizures.
For instance, the TCA requires that seizures be carried
out by federal, state, or local law enforcement officers. 29
The Act further protects the interests of suspected
counterfeiters by expressly providing a separate cause
of action for any person who suffers damage as a result
of a wrongful seizure.3" In the event of a wrongful
seizure, such person may recover damages for loss
of good will, lost profits, costs of materials, and even
punitive damages and attorneys fees in appropriate
circumstances. 3' Of course, if the seizure was justified,
the applicant himself may recover treble damages and
attorneys fees, beyond the equitable relief provided
32

by the Act.

Thus, while the TCA provides the possibility of
effective ex parte seizure relief for victims of trademark
counterfeiting, it does require the applicant to clear
several procedural hurdles before such extraordinary
relief is granted. If and when an order is granted, the
applicant must proceed with caution in enforcing the
order.
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In addition to affording protection to owners of
registered marks, courts are empowered to issue seizure
orders for the counterfeiting of unregistered marks as
well.33 The Lanham Act protects the public against
deception and confusion with respect to unregistered
service marks and trademarks.34 This sweeping protection is provided in Section 43 (a) of the Lanham Act,
which provides in pertinent part:
Any person who, on or in connection with any
goods or services, ...uses in commerce any
word, term, symbol, ... or any false designa-

tion of origin.. .which is likely to cause confusion, or to cause mistake, or to deceive as to
affiliation, connection, or association.. .shall
be liable in a civil action by any person who
believes that he or she is likely to be damaged
35
by such act.

A violation of Section 43 occurs when the counterfeiter's use of a mark or name in connection with-certain
goods causes confusion as to the source or origin of
the goods.3 Likelihood of confusion is the key issue
for determining infringement as to both registered and
unregistered marks under the common law as well as the
Lanham Act. 37 Thus, in the context of infringement,
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As one court has remarked:
Prior to enactment of the new counterfeit
statute, 15 U.S.C. § 1116(d)(2), this Court
issued ex parte seizure orders under its traditional equitable powers, upon appropriate showings, in order to protect mark holders from knock-offs and confusingly similar
goods... It is this Court's opinion, after reading the legislative history of 15 U.S.C. §
1116(d)(2), that the Congress did not intend
to restrict previously existing Lanham Act
remedies but rather to expand those remedies
where counterfeiting, rather than innocent
42
infringement, is alleged.
Another court confirmed that, by passing the TCA,
Congress had no intention of limiting the right to ex
parte seizures for violations of Section 43(a) of the
Lanham Act or state or local unfair competition laws.43
Also, it should be noted, under the All Writs Act, "all
courts established by Act of Congress may issue all
writs necessary or appropriate in aid of their respective
jurisdictions and agreeable to the usages and principles
of law." 44 Thus, courts may issue temporary restraining
orders and seizure orders to protect registered and
unregistered marks under this statute as well.45

unregistered marks receive much the same protection
INthe context ofsports entertainment, trademark owners shout(dfind it easy to establish
irreparable harm caused by counterfeiting activities. For examiple, it iswell established
that the unauthorized use on clothing and other memorabilia of an identical or confusingly similar mark

Ill. Areas of Concern
in the Enforcement
of Ex Parte Seizure
Orders
Once the trademark owner has

satisfied all of the statutory
prerequisites for the issuance
of an ex parte seizure order,
she only needs to meet her burden under traditional
temporary restiraining order/preliminary injunction
standards in order to obtain an order to seize counterfeit
goods. 46 The counterfeiting victim thus must establish
irreparable harm and a likelihood of success on the
merits before she can obtain an ex parte seizure order. 4
For trademark owners, this typically means simply
showing a likelihood of confusion, which will establish
automatically a finding of at least a risk for irreparable
harm as well as likely success on the merits.48
The likelihood of confusion test focuses on whether
a defendant's use of a plaintiff's trademark will likely
deceive or lead to mistakes by consumers about the

which refers to leagues, teams, or events violates Section 43(a) ofthe L.anham Act.

that registered marks do.38
This parallel is carried over into the ex parte seizure
process. Courts may issue writs of seizure to preserve
and protect trademark rights against counterfeiters,
even though those rights have not been registered
under the Lanham Act. 39 Thus, where infringing goods
do not bear "counterfeit marks" within the meaning of
the Act, a seizure order still remains a viable remedy.
As a matter of fact, seizure orders have been routinely
granted by the federal courts in infringement cases
both before and after the effective date of the TCA.4"
And the Act has been held to expand rather than limit
41
remedies for victims of commercial counterfeiting.

'
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source of the product in question.4 9 In counterfeiting
cases, defendants typically copy the trademarks exactly,
then use them on the same types of merchandise (e.g.,
hats, T-shirts, and posters) as does the true owner of
the mark.50 It is not uncommon for counterfeiters to
use the exact name of a sports apparel company in
their "knockoffs."5 ' Thus, consumer confusion in these
types of cases is usually less a "likelihood" than it is a
"certainty." As one court concluded in a representative
case:
This is the clearest possible case of violation
of 15 U.S.C. §§ 1114 and 1125. Defendants
were detected purveying goods identical to
certain goods sold by plaintiffs and they were
using exact 'knock-offs' ... Thus defendants
were infringing, and indeed counterfeiting,
registered trademarks in violation of § 1114
and were falsely designating the origin of
goods in violation of § 1125. In all this, defendants were without question committing
2
willful violations of law.1
Moreover, it is well settled that an organization's loss
of control over its reputation or goodwill constitutes an
"irreparable injury."53 Courts generally acknowledge
that an award of money damages cannot adequately
compensate an owner's injured reputation.5 4 The
counterfeit merchandise's typically inferior quality
contributes to such a loss of reputation, and thus, to
a finding of irreparable injury.55 Nevertheless, the
Lanham Act recognizes that irreparable injury can
occur even where the infringing goods are of equal
quality, simply because the owner still loses full control
over the mark. 6 In other words, "in determining
plaintiff's possible harm, the crucial question is not how
different the [products] may be but whether there is
a danger that plaintiff may lose control of its reputation."5 7 Where a threat to the owner's control of the
mark is established, so, too, is irreparable harm. 8
In the context of sports entertainment, trademark
owners should find it easy to establish irreparable harm
caused by counterfeiting activities. For example, it is
well established that the unauthorized use on clothing
and other memorabilia of an identical or confusingly
similar mark which refers to leagues, teams, or events
violates Section 43 (a) of the Lanham Act. 5 Similarly,
the sale of bootlegged merchandise bearing the names,

trademarks, logos, or likenesses of well-known players
or sports personalities constitutes a violation of Section
43(a) of the Lanham Act.60
It is well known that counterfeiters set up shop
near popular sporting events and try to sell unauthorized, counterfeit T-shirts and similar souvenirs and
memorabilia to unwitting fans. 6 ' In such cases, courts
have consistently cited the bootleggers' ability to avoid
prosecution if given prior notice as the reason for granting ex parte temporary restraining orders authorizing
the seizure of merchandise bearing counterfeit marks.62
For example, in its landmark Vuitton I decision, the
Second Circuit Court of Appeals reversed the district
court's refusal to issue an ex parte order and recognized
that it is common practice in the counterfeiting industry
to dump counterfeit goods or transfer them to third
parties:
The ex parte temporary restraining order
is indispensable to the commencement of
an action when it is the sole method of preserving a state of affairs in which the court
can provide effective final relief. Immediate
action is vital when imminent destruction
of disputed property, its removal beyond
the confines of the state, or its sale to an
innocent third party is threatened. In these
situations, giving the defendants notice of
the application for an injunction could result
in an inability to provide any relief at all. 63
The court in Vuitton I also emphasized that "in a
trademark infringement case... a substantial likelihood
of confusion constitutes, in and of itself, irreparable
injury sufficient to satisfy the requirements of Rule
65(b)(1)" governing the granting of temporary restraining orders.6 4
In another seminal anti-counterfeiting case, the district court issued a permanent injunction against defendants after having granted a temporary restraining
order and an ex parte seizure order. 65 The plaintiff
was the exclusive licensee of the right to make and sell
merchandise bearing the name or any mark associated
with the Rolling Stones.66 Similarly to the Vuitton I case,
the defendants sold counterfeit merchandise outside
of*arenas where the Rolling Stones performed live
concerts.6 6 In granting the injunction against one
defendant, the court held:
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Defendant.. .cannot obtain a 'free ride' at the
plaintiff's expense. Its shirts are designed to
take advantage of the efforts and expenditures
of the plaintiff and benefit from the good
will associated with the Rolling Stones, their
1989 tour, and the promotion of the event
created or undertaken by the plaintiff and
the Rolling Stones. Such unlicensed use
of the Rolling Stones' name would permit
the defendant to reap where it had not
sown... Defendant's argument that the T-shirt
in question merely celebrates an 'event' is
circular reasoning, at best, given the fact
there would be no 'event' to celebrate, were
it not for the hard work and financial outlay
67
provided by the plaintiff.

Put differently, because counterfeiters most often
obtain "free rides" by peddling unauthorized merchandise bearing marks identical to those legally belonging
to the victim, likelihood of confusion is rarely difficult
to prove. 68 Accordingly, the legal hurdles for obtaining
an ex parte seizure order against known counterfeiters
are usually manageable.
Once the order is granted, however, several practical
considerations arise. The victim of counterfeiting must
have an organized, well-conceived plan for enforcing
any seizure order, as he will have, at most, seven to
ten days to carry it out.69 That plan, at a minimum,
must consider each of the following: (1) the means and
method of posting whatever bond is required; (2) the
procurement and usage of federal, state and/or local law
enforcement officials to carry out the order; (3) proper
collection and storage of seized materials; (4) a procedure for returning any documents or records seized
during enforcement; and (5)a mechanism for amending
the seizure order to include additional counterfeiters
who might be discovered during the enforcement of
the original order.
Plaintiffs must be aware of significant Fourth Amendment concerns associated with the ex parte seizure
process. "[W]hen a private and interested party solicits
judicial authorization for the kind of search and seizure
that is normally reserved for Government agents, there
is an obvious potential for abuse." 7 Thus, if goods-even
though counterfeit in nature-are obtained unlawfully,
or if the trademark owner exceeds the scope of the
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seizure order, the court may suppress the evidence
obtained.7 Although the Act enables mark owners to
vigilantly protect their intellectual property against
counterfeiting, overzealous enforcement is not tolerated.7 2
Victims of counterfeiting can usually steer clear of
this fate by simply complying with all of the statutory
requirements set forth in the TCA and by staying
within the strictures of the seizure order.7 3 Thus,
if the application for ex parte relief includes sworn
affidavits and offers specific facts relating to the suspected counterfeiting, Fourth Amendment concerns are
generally alleviated.74 The same can be said if careful
enforcement of the seizure order results in the recovery of actual counterfeit goods and/or incriminating
documentary evidence.7 5 If the targeted counterfeiters fail to come forward with any objections to the
seizure of their illicit materials, as is usually the case,
the point may be largely moot.7 6 (As noted above,
most counterfeiters prefer to retreat and resume their
illegal activities at a later time, rather than to identify
themselves and risk exposure).
Finally, a successful seizure of counterfeit goods
need not be the end of the story. The TCA expressly
provides for the conversion of temporary seizure orders
into preliminary injunctions.7 7 To effect such a conversion, the seizing party must establish that continuation
is necessary to prevent irreparable harm, and that either
(1) there is a strong likelihood of success on the merits
or (2) there exists sufficiently serious questions on
the merits of the claim as to make it fair grounds for
litigation, and a balance of the hardships tips decidedly
in favor of the moving party.7 8 Following a successful
seizure of goods confirmed to be counterfeit, procurement of a preliminary injunction, in most cases, should
not be difficult.
After securing an injunction, trademark owners can
further proceed with litigation against the counterfeiters. However, a successful seizure might satisfy the primary objective of the counterfeiting victim-to remove
the infringing materials from the marketplace. They
may wish to terminate the litigation at that point. In
between those two extremes lie a variety of options.
Ideally, of course, the trademark owner will want
to determine what individuals or groups are at the
center of the suspected counterfeiting operation. This
way the mark owner can attempt to strike at the core
of the problem, rather than simply attacking selected
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counterfeiters in a piecemeal fashion. Discovery following on the heels of the initial seizure can aid in
this regard. Along the way, victims of counterfeiting

A. Suspicion

A USFL employee is surfing the Web one day and
notices a site that advertises "USFL jerseys at a fraction of the regular price." Naturally suspicious, the
also will undoubtedly want to investigate the history
employee does some digging and finds out that the
of bootlegging activity, in order precisely determine
website in question-www.counterfeitusflstuff.com-is
the extent of the harm they have suffered at the hands
not a USFL licensee and is not an authorized re-seller
discovery
the
post-seizure
Again,
of counterfeiters.
of USFL merchandise. Nevertheless, the website offers
process may aid this effort.
merchandise identical or nearly identical to
legitimate game-day items. The employee
is well known that counterfeiters set up shop near popular spot ting
enlists the services of a relative to purchase
one such item from Counterfeitusflstuff.com
l events and try to sell unauthorized, counterfeit T-shirts and sinnilar
souvenirs and memorabilia to unwitting fans. In such cases, courts Ihave

and, sure enough, the jersey she purchases is

consistently cited the bootleggers' ability to avoid prosecution ifgiven prior n2tice

counterfeit.

as the reason for granting ex parte temporary restraining orders authorizing
the seizure of merchandise bearing counterfeit marks.

Trademark owners must be sure to evaluate the

costs as well as the risks inherent in advanced litigation
against its likely benefits. In reality, however, to have
any hope of fully and finally eliminating counterfeiting
in a given market or marketplace, owners must be
committed to probing beyond the initial seizure. At
the least, victims of known counterfeiters ought to
pursue permanent injunctions against the identified
offenders. In addition, minimal discovery may well
pave the way for a meaningful settlement based, at least
in part, upon damages suffered by the trademark owner.
In this manner, the victim can force the counterfeiters to consider, from a stark economic perspective,
the financial ramifications of their unlawful business
practices. Whether or not the mark owner pursues
its litigation strategy to conclusion, she has at least
taken the critical first step toward eliminating the
counterfeiting problem at its roots.
IV. Taking it to the Streets:
How an Ex Parte Seizure Goes Down
The following is a brief discussion of the basic steps
involved in the ex parte seizure process for a typical
trademark owner besieged by product counterfeiting.
In this hypothetical case, for discussion purposes only,
we will assume that the victim is the United States
Football League (the "USFUL).

The resourceful USFL employee notifies
the league's general counsel, who decides to

investigate this website in order to prepare and
commence an ex parte seizure action against
the site and the manufacturer of the bogus
USFL merchandise. Rather than rush into court immediately, the league's attorney is determined to gather as
much information and evidence against the counterfeiters as possible, to ensure a bullet-proof application for
seizure relief and a watertight enforcement effort.
B. Investigation
To begin its investigation of the suspected website,
the USFL enlists the aid of a veteran private investigator who has experience dealing with merchandise
counterfeiters. The investigator researches the target
site and its owners and operators, gathering critical
geographical and product information. After making
another undercover "buy" from the site, the investigator
and his team commence the next stage: surveillance.
Contrary to movie and television portrayals of private eyes and detectives, the work of a counterfeiting
investigator is far from glamorous. The investigator
spends hours, perhaps even days, in the back seat
of a vehicle watching and waiting. He and his team
watch the website operators come and go to and from
their place of business. They wait for the suspected
counterfeiters to drop clues as to where their merchandise comes from, and where it goes. Eventually, they
discover that the site operators themselves manufacture
the counterfeit merchandise in a warehouse adjacent
to their offices.
The investigative team does not hesitate to raid the
dumpsters and other garbage containers surrounding
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property.79

the target
Scattered amid the trash are
treasures: sales receipts from suppliers of raw materials;
discarded materials and product molds; purchase orders
and invoices. This evidence links the target individuals
to their illegal conduct-and all of it can be used to
support the investigators' affidavits and the request
for ex parte seizure relief. After days (or weeks!) of
intensive surveillance and research, the investigation
is complete, and now the USFL legal team is ready to
apply for the seizure order and (hopefully) bust the
target counterfeiters.
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shut down the counterfeiters. Thus, the USFL must
have its enforcement team and strategy in place even
before an order is granted.

D. Enforcement
If the league has done its homework and presented
a solid case, it should obtain a seizure order and be
prepared to execute a military-like enforcement plan
within days of getting the order. The selection and
organization of enforcement personnel is critical to
a successful mission. The USFL and its investigators
will need to retain local law enforcement officials to
C.Application
conduct the seizure effort, and doing so is not always
Armed with sworn statements from its investigators that
easy. Finding ten to twenty available police officers on
describe in graphic detail the counterfeiting operation
short notice can be difficult, and negotiating prices and
behind Counterfeitusflstuff.com, USFL attorneys precoordinating schedules can be nearly impossible.
pare a verified complaint and application under the Act,
Fortunately, the USFL, like any trademark owner
along with a proposed order that will allow the league's
with a meaningful anti-counterfeiting program, uses
investigators who are well-connected with local law
enforcement team to enter the site's manufacturing
facility unannounced and
enforcement agencies in a
commence seizure activity.
number of cities throughThe proposed order must
out the country. As a result
the order isgranted, however, several
of prior cooperative work
set forth the precise locaupractical considerations arise. The
tion where USFL believes
between the USFL investivictim ofcounterfeiting must have an organized, well-conceived
it will find counterfeit mergators and city and county
chandise and related docplan for enforcing any seiz ure order, as he will have, at most,
police officers performing
uments and materials. In
seven to ten days to carry a
game-day ex parte seizures
ut it out.
addition, the USFL legal
at the USFL's venues nationteam must be prepared to
wide, the league is able to
explain to the judge, with theaid of its lead investigator,
contact a police supervisor and quickly assemble a team
how it discovered and observed-the target counterfeitof officers where Counterfeitusflstuff.com's headquarers, and how it plans to enforce the proposed seizure
ters are located. After clearing schedules and coordinatorder, if granted.
ing the enforcement team, the USFL investigators
prepare for the all-important seizure day roll call.
In short, the USFL legal team must dot every "i" and
cross every "t"
Early in the morning on the day of the planned
to ensure that the judge will grant this
extraordinary relief and permit ex parte, unannounced
seizure, the lead USFL investigator and the supervising
attorney gather all enforcement officials-including the
seizure activity. Federal judges are wary of private
team of police officers, investigators, and attorneys-to
search and seizure orders, and equally reluctant to
permit non-federal enforcement of seizure orders.
go over the plan of execution. On this day, the USFL
enforcement team will execute a simultaneous raid on
Thus, the legal team and the investigator must be
prepared to explain why local law enforcement, with
three different locations: the factory and two retail
outlets also operated by Counterfeitusflstuff.com. After
the aid of private investigators, are suited to carry out
going
through the seizure order, and the dos and don'ts
the seizure activity.
Finally, the USFL must be prepared to post a bond
of enforcement, the team is ready to hit the streets.
Armed with cell phones and radio communicators,
and coordinate a team of enforcement personnel to
the enforcement team executes a near-flawless seizure
carry out the seizure order on short notice. Despite the
"ex parte" nature of its action, every minute is critical
effort, with a phalanx of nine police officers literally
storming the factory ahead of their investigator and
if the USFL is to successfully enforce the order and
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attorney supervisors. The factory workers are stunned

E.End Game

and ultimately very cooperative. The owner is nowhere
to be found-until he arrives an hour later to see
his illicit counterfeiting operation crawling with law
enforcement officers and crowded full of evidence
bags and boxes. Hundreds of items of counterfeit
merchandise, along with related documents and materials, are hauled away in trucks. Two teams of three
officers each simultaneously hit each retail location,

Several days after the raid, the USFL attorneys successfully secure a preliminary injunction based upon
the substantial evidence obtained during enforcement
of the seizure order. Soon after, the defendantsincluding the principals of Counterfeitusflstuff.com,
all of whom are on the hook-consent to a permanent
injunction and attempt to settle the USFL's sizeable
damages claims against them. At this point, the USFL
must decide how vigorously it wants to pursue these
claims.
Having already shut down the counterfeiter and
removed a large cache of knock-offs from the marketplace, the USFL's objective becomes
recouping its expenses and, perhaps,

with similar results.
Within four hours all three sites have been raided
and scoured by the enforcement team, statements have
been taken, evidence gathered, and papers served.
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to realize some additional income as
well. Using discovery, the USFL may

with the ex parte seizure process. "[W]hen a private and interested party solicits

likely learn more about the parasitic

judicial authorization for the kind of search and seizure that is normall y'reserved for
Government agents, there is an obvious potential for abuse."
After the officers depart, the investigators and lawyers
regroup to assess what the USFL has gained from this
seizure-including intelligence on other counterfeiting operations and outlets-and to plan a litigation
strategy. After all of the seized evidence has been
tagged and stored, the team pauses to reflect on a
successful raid.
Meanwhile,
back
at
the
factory,
the
counterfeitusflstuff.com principals slowly and painfully
pass through the several stages every counterfeiter
seems to experience upon being caught-denial and
anger resolve into a levelheaded appreciation for the
situation they find themselves in, which, ineluctably

network of merchandise counterfeiting

eating into its profits. With a little

luck it might even find the key players.
But in the meantime, all the pressure
remains on the defendants, who are
well aware that the USFL is likely to stay its hand as
long as it thinks a better settlement offer is possible.

Lucas G. Paglia is an associate at Kirkpatrick &Lockhart LLP
who practices in the area of intellectual property litigation
Mark A. Rush is a partner at Kirkpatrick &Lockart who practices
in the areas of white collar crime and commercial litigation. The
views expressed in this Article are the authors' own; the article
does not necessarily reflect the views of any client of Kirkpatrick
& Lockhart LLP, or the firm itself.
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